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Abstract
Norwegian embedded clauses give children two options for subject placement: preceding or
following negation (S-Neg/Neg-S). In the adult language, S-Neg is the ‘default’ and highly
frequent option, andNeg-S is infrequent in children’s input. However, Neg-Smay be argued
to be the structurally less complex. We investigate whether children are aware of the
existence of both subject positions, and if they prefer the more frequent or the less complex
position. Through an elicited production task with monolingual Norwegian children
(N=33, age 3;1-6;1) we find that children in general overuse the Neg-S option, and we
suggest that children have an inherent preference for the less complex position, due to a
principle of structural economy. We also find that a group of children display U-shaped
development, first using only S-Neg, then only Neg-S and finally S-Neg again, and we relate
this to structure building and economy of movement.

Keywords: First language acquisition; subject placement; word order variation; Norwegian; economy;
frequency

Introduction

Children acquiring Norwegian face a challenge when learning subject placement: they
must discover that both main and embedded clauses have two subject positions, that
there are certain restrictions on their use, and that the generalizations for subject
placement in main and embedded clauses are not identical. The task is not made any
easier by the infrequency of one of the positions. In this paper we investigate children’s
production of subjects in embedded clauses to see whether they initially prefer the
syntactically less complex position, which is very infrequent in their input, or the
position that is more frequent, which is also argued to be more complex, involving
more syntactic movement.

The two subject positions are visible in the presence of negation (and occasionally
other adverbs): the subject may precede or follow negation (S-Neg or Neg-S), as shown in
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(1a, b) for main clauses and (2a, b) for embedded clauses. We follow an assumption that
the two positions are found above and below negation in a hierarchical structure, and
therefore refer to them as high and low subject placement. On accounts of derivational
economy, the low subject position is less complex than the high one, since it involves less
movement (e.g., Westergaard, 2009).

(1) a. I går spelte han ikkje xylofon.
Yesterday played he not xylophone
‘Yesterday he didn’t play the xylophone’

b. I går spelte ikkje Olav xylofon.
Yesterday played not Olav xylophone
‘Yesterday, Olav didn’t play the xylophone’

(2) a. Eg merka at han ikkje spelte xylofon.
I noticed that he not played xylophone
‘I noticed that he didn’t play the xylophone’

b. Eg merka at ikkje Olav spelte xylofon.
I noticed that not Olav played xylophone
‘I noticed that Olav didn’t play the xylophone’

What distinguishes the two positions is not entirely clear, but there seems to be a
distinction between subject types (pronominal and lexical NPs, the latter henceforth
referred to as simply NPs), in that pronominal subjects are more often used in the high
position, while NP subjects are more common in the low position (e.g., Johannessen &
Garbacz, 2011;Munch, 2013;Westergaard, 2011).While S-Neg is argued to be the default
word order (Faarlund et al., 1997), meaning that it is always permitted and that it is the
more frequently used of the two alternatives (Westergaard, 2011), the Neg-S order is not
allowed in all types of embedded clauses (Eide, 2002; Garbacz, 2005, 2014). This means
that children rarely encounter the low subject position in embedded clauses in their input.
The infrequency of the low subject positionmightmake it unavailable to early acquisition,
and even if it is noticed by the child, the child must encounter it sufficiently often to make
the correct generalizations of its use.

The prominent distinction of high frequency (the high subject position) versus low
complexity (the low subject position) makes this variability an ideal test case for
children’s preferences when faced with optionality: the role of the input and the role
of intrinsic biases. In this paper we implement a controlled experimental study, varying
the subject type, to investigate whether children use both subject positions in embed-
ded clauses, and whether they distinguish pronominal from NP subjects in their
production. We also examine adults’ subject placement in embedded clauses in
spontaneous speech, to address previous findings showing discrepancies in the distri-
bution of NP subjects. We start our paper with an overview of current knowledge of
target language generalizations and L1 acquisition studies of subject placement, before
outlining research questions and predictions. We then present our studies on adult
spontaneous production and child elicited production showing that i) children gen-
erally overuse the low subject position in embedded clauses, and ii) some children’s
production resembles a U-shaped development in which they start out using only the
high subject position, before categorically using the low position and finally the high
position again.
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Background and research questions

Target language

Two subject positions: Structure and distinguishing factors
The word order variation illustrated in Norwegian main and embedded clauses in (1)-(2)
is generally assumed to be distinguished syntactically in that the subject occupies different
hierarchical positions, one above and one below negation. Various accounts exist for the
exact location of the two subject positions (e.g., Bentzen, 2009; Cardinaletti, 2004; Kiss,
1996; Mohr, 2005; Westergaard & Vangsnes, 2005; Wiklund et al., 2007). For the sake of
clarity a brief outline of the syntactic structure follows, but since the precise location of the
subjects in the syntactic structure is not at issue in the present paper, we refer to the two
positions as high and low.

We adhere to an analysis where both subject positions are located in the I-domain
(Holmberg, 1993; Westergaard & Vangsnes, 2005): the subject following negation (1b,
2b) is moved out of the VP (Bobaljik & Jonas, 1996) to the specifier of TP, and the subject
preceding negation (1a, 2a) resides in a higher specifier position which we call SpecS(ubj)
P (following Ringstad, 2021). The two subject positions then encapsulate negation, which
can be analysed as adjunction to TP (following Eide, 2002; Holmberg, 1993; see also
Brandtler, 2008 on this negation position for Swedish). Figure 1 shows a basic analysis of
the embedded clauses in (2).1 The structure in Figure 1 shows that the distinction between
the high and low subject is that in the former, the subject has undergone a longer move.

The high and low subjects are typically distinguished by semantic, pragmatic and
syntactic features. Subject type, i.e., pronominal vs. lexical NP subjects, is often discussed
as a distinction, and so is information structure: the subject position preceding negation is
argued to be reserved for discourse given subjects and the one following these elements for
subjects expressing new information (e.g., Bentzen, 2009; Nilsen, 1997; Svenonius, 2002;
Westergaard & Vangsnes, 2005). The former position is typically linked to pronominal
subjects, having a familiar referent, and the latter to lexical NP subjects, where the referent
varies according to whether it is indefinite (introducing new information) or definite
(encoding familiar information). An additional factor is stress: the low subject position
may be correlated with contrastively stressed subjects, but stress does not seem to be
obligatory for low subjects (e.g.,Westergaard&Vangsnes, 2005). Furthermore, specificity
is often discussed in relation to the two subject positions: the high position is typically
reserved for subjects with a specific reading, and correspondingly, the low position for
subjects with a non-specific interpretation (e.g., Bentzen, 2009). Using different subject
positions in questions may also have a pragmatic effect, as in ‘Can you not/not you X?’
signalling that the speaker holds either positive or pessimistic beliefs about the answer
(Urbanik & Svennevig, 2018). Lastly, the low subject position might not be permitted in
all environments: whereas Faarlund et al. (1997, p. 891) note that the low position is
possible in embedded wh-questions, relative clauses and clauses with the complementizer
at ‘that’, there are indications that not all speakers accept low subjects in ‘because’-clauses
(Eide, 2002) and ‘when’-clauses (Garbacz, 2014). The low subject position is absent in

1Norwegian is typically also argued to have a lower position for negation, at the edge of VP (Holmberg &
Platzack, 1995). This negation is not generally discussed in relation to the two subject positions, but in studies
focusing on verb placement in embedded clauses, where it is used as a diagnostic that the verb has not moved
out of the VP if the word order is Negation-Verb.Working out the details of the two negation positions is not
part of the present study, but we note that for children acquiring the language, two possible positions for
negation may be confusing: Which position should be used when?
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some clause types (such as fordi ‘because’, and selv om ‘even though’) in corpora of
spontaneous speech (Garbacz, 2005; Munch, 2013).

The two subject positions can be informative of the role of structural/derivational
complexity in acquisition. Economy-based approaches to acquisition hold that children
have a general preference for the lowest available syntactic positions and avoid structures
involving more syntactic operations (Clark & Roberts, 1993; Jakubowicz, 2011; Wester-
gaard, 2009). Such a view contends that children only undertake syntactic operations that
are obligatorily required (Jakubowicz, 2011), or, as formulated by Westergaard’s (2009,
p. 2016) principle of structural economy: children ‘a) only build as much structure as
there is evidence for in the input’, and ‘b) onlymove elements as far as there is evidence for
in the input’. If children are inclined to use less complex structures before more complex
structures, and longer moves are more complex, children are expected to start out using
the low subject position in embedded clauses. There is also variation present showing that
the longer move is not obligatory. Children will thus be expected to expand their analysis
of the target grammar, moving subjects to the high position, as they encounter sufficient
evidence that they should.

Figure 1. A basic analysis of the embedded clause in (2), showing negation as adjoined to TP, the low subject
position in the specifier of TP, and the high subject position in the specifier of a S(ubj)P.
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Two subject positions: Frequency and distribution in numbers
In order to investigate the distribution of subject types in main and embedded clauses,
Westergaard (2011) has analyzed two relatively large corpora, one of eight adults
producing child-directed speech (CDS) (The Tromsø corpus, Anderssen, 2006) and
one of adult-to-adult dialogues involving altogether 166 speakers (NoTa, ‘TheNorwegian
corpus of spoken language’, Tekstlab, 2004). The main findings are the following: NP
subjects are rare in both clause types, accounting for only 6.1% (87/1435) and 5.9%
(17/290) of all subjects in main and embedded clauses respectively in CDS and as little as
1.3% (29/2199) and 5.9% (38/640) in the NoTa corpus. In main as well as embedded
clauses, pronominal subjects tend to appear in the high position, 87.9% (1185/1348) and
90.1% (246/273) in CDS, and 84.7% (1839/2170) and 88.2% (531/602) in NoTa. This
entails that across corpora and clause types, approximately 10-15% of pronouns are used
in the low position. NP subjects, on the other hand, appear almost exclusively in the low
position in main clauses, 97.7% (85/87) and 96.6% (28/29) in child-directed speech and
NoTa, while in embedded clauses this position is considerably less common, 64.7%
(11/17) and only 26.3% (10/38) in the two corpora respectively. Note that these percent-
ages are based on very low raw numbers, especially from CDS, where 7/11 examples are
due to one speaker.

Westergaard (2011) also shows that the word order chosen is generally based on
information structure, as represented by the two subject types (pronouns and NPs), but
that other factors may play a role as well, e.g., category type, length and prosodic weight of
the subject. Furthermore, it is worth noting that the high position seems to be highly
preferred in embedded clauses, regardless of the category of the subject (88.2% for
pronouns and 73.7% for NPs in NoTa), possibly as a result of a subject-first strategy
(this does not apply in main clauses, as the two subject positions are only visible in non-
subject-initial clauses). The preference of the high subject position means that the low
position in embedded clauses is attested to an almost negligible extent in adult speech:
embedded clauses with negation are found to make up less than one percent of the total
number of clauses (0.45% in Ringstad, 2019; and 0.8% inWestergaard, 2009), and the low
subject position comprises only a small part of these numbers.We summarise the findings
from Westergaard (2011) for embedded clauses in Table 1.

This distribution of high vs. low subjects in adult speech can be informative of the role
of input in child language acquisition. According to studies and models of acquisition
grounded in input frequency, high(er) frequency forms or structures are important, as i)
when faced with inconsistencies, children tend to regularize inconsistent forms based on
the higher frequency form (Hudson Kam & Newport, 2005; Schwab et al., 2018), ii) they
are acquired early, or earlier, than competing forms (Ambridge et al., 2015), and iii) they
cause children to assume that this form is more likely to be found in the target language
(Pearl, 2021). The numbers in Table 1 show that the high subject position is by far the

Table 1. The occurrence of high subjects (S-Neg) in embedded clauses in two corpora of adult
spontaneous speech (data from Westergaard, 2011)

Tromsø corpus (CDS) NoTa corpus

Pronominal subjects 90.1% (246/273) 88.2% (531/602)

NP subjects 35.3% (6/17) 73.7% (28/38)

Total 86.9% (252/290) 87.3% (559/640)
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more frequent in adult speech (this is confirmed in study 1, see below), and thus in
children’s input. Therefore, if children rely solely, or mostly, on input frequency when
acquiring word order variation such as subject placement, they would be expected to
initially only use, or overuse, the high subject position in embedded clauses.

Previous studies of subject placement in child production

Very few studies have investigated the acquisition of subject placement in Norwegian,
although children’s acquisition of optional argument placement has been studied in a
number of languages, especially with regards to objects (e.g., Anderssen et al., 2010 on
Norwegian; Barbier, 2000; Schaeffer, 2000; Unsworth, 2005 on Dutch; Penner et al., 2000
on German; Mykhaylyk & Ko, 2010 on Ukrainian). The general findings are that, when
faced with the option of two object positions, children tend to overuse the low position as
compared to the target language.

To our knowledge, there are only two data sets providing information about children’s
production of subject placement in Norwegian, one based on corpus data from three
young children aged 1;8-3;3 (Anderssen, 2006), reported inWestergaard (2008, 2011) and
Anderssen and Westergaard (2010), and another based on experimental data from four
somewhat older children aged 3;8-5;8, reported in Anderssen et al. (2010). These studies
focus on subject placement in main clauses, and the findings show the following: young
children make a distinction between pronominal and NP subjects from the beginning of
relevant utterances, always placing NPs in the low position, as shown in (3), while
pronominal subjects appear either high or low; see examples (4)-(5) (fromWestergaard,
2008). However, the proportion of pronouns in the high position is much lower than in
adult data, indicating that children have an early preference for the low position, i.e., the
one that involves less syntactic movement.

(3) komte ikke reven med mæ # i senga mi? (Ina.18, age 2;8.12)
come.PAST not fox.DEF with me in bed.DEF mine
‘Didn’t the fox come with me in my bed?’

(4) no kan ikke han sove mer. (Ann.10, age 2;3.9)
now can not he sleep more
‘Now he can’t sleep any more.’

(5) og no kan æ ikke drikke det. (Ole.19, age 2;10.0)
and now can I not drink it
‘And now I can’t drink it’

The developmental data from the corpus show that the distribution of high and low
pronominal subjects inmain clauses corresponds to adult proportions already around age
2;6-3;0, and the experimental data in Anderssen et al. (2010) confirm that subject
placement has been acquired by the older children. Westergaard (2008, 2011) argues
that the children’s early preference for the low subject position is due to a principle of
economy of movement, which has been attested also in other languages, e.g., German, as
illustrated with the subject following negation in example (6) from Clahsen et al.
(1993/94), or in other linguistic properties of Norwegian, e.g., Object Shift, V2 word
order or the word order of possessives (Anderssen et al., 2010; Anderssen &Westergaard,
2010; Westergaard, 2009; Westergaard & Anderssen, 2015).
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(6) darf nich Julia haben. (Mathias, stage II) (German)
may not Julia have
‘Julia may not have that.’
Target form: Das darf Julia nicht haben.

There is even less data on Norwegian children’s production of subject placement in
embedded clauses. The only exceptions are Anderssen and Westergaard (2010) and
Westergaard (2011), who have investigated the corpus data of the three young
children mentioned above (Anderssen, 2006). Given the structural complexity and
the general infrequency of embedded clauses with negation (or adverbs), it is to be
expected that children below age 3;3 would not produce many examples, and the data
are consequently extremely sparse. Altogether, the three children produce only
24 examples, and the distribution of subject types across the two positions, which is
displayed in Table 2 (adjusted from Westergaard, 2011), shows the following: the
children use both subject positions from early on, the two positions are used with the
same frequency (50%, 12/24), and the category of the subject does not seem to play a
role, as pronouns and NPs appear in either position (9 vs. 8 for pronominal subjects,
3 vs. 4 for NPs).

Although it is virtually impossible to conclude anything from such meagre data,
Westergaard (2011) speculates that these results indicate that the children do make a
distinction between main and embedded clauses, in that the distinction between pro-
nominal and NP subjects that is clear in main clauses is not made in embedded clauses,
thus following patterns in the input (recall that NP subjects are also to a large extent found
high in embedded clauses in the adult language). Furthermore, the lower proportion of
subjects in the high position compared to the adult data (50% in child production
vs. approximately 87% in adult production) might indicate that children are affected
by the principle of economy of movement also in this context. The sparsity of data makes
it necessary to conductmore research in order to understand children’s behavior with this
highly complex and extremely infrequent structure.

Summary and research questions

We have shown the two subject positions in embedded clauses to be an ideal case for
testing whether children rely more on input frequency or syntactic complexity in
acquisition: the high subject position is by far the more frequent one in adult speech,
and thus in children’s input, whereas the low subject position is less complex since it
involves a shorter move. Furthermore, the two positions are discerned by a distinction

Table 2. The distribution of pronominal and NP subjects in embedded clauses; corpus data of three
children (age 1;8-3;3)

High position Low position

Pronominal subjects 9 8

NP subjects 3 4

Total 12 12
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between NP and pronominal subjects, allowing us to study whether and when children
are sensitive to this distinction.

As shown above, more data are needed on adult subject placement in embedded
clauses in order to get a clearer picture of the adult system. Since there are indications that
subject distribution might differ across embedded clause types, we focus on that-clauses.

Our first research question is therefore:

RQ1: Where do adults place the subject (high or low) in embedded that-clauses, when a)
the subject is an NP, and b) the subject is a pronoun?

Furthermore, we are interested in children’s placement of subjects, and our second
research question is:

RQ2: Which subject position (high or low) do children aged 3-6 years use in embedded
that-clauses?

Related to this question we are particularly interested in knowing

a) whether children distinguish between pronominal and lexical NP subjects, and
b) whether children’s production varies as a function of age, and at what age the

adult subject distribution is acquired.

Even though bothmain and embedded clauses allowword order variation with subject
placement, restrictions on their use differ. Children must therefore pay attention to
clause-specific input to learn the appropriate generalizations. Above, we described
previous studies showing children’s overuse of the low position for subject placement
in main clauses. The tentative findings for embedded clauses (based on scarce data,
Anderssen & Westergaard, 2010; Westergaard, 2011) showed that children do not
distinguish subject types and positions in embedded clauses. This means that children’s
production is different from the input and indicates that they may have a preference for
the low position also in embedded clauses, although at a later stage. It also provides some
evidence that children do make a distinction between main and embedded clauses, using
the two subject positions differently in the two clause types. Inmain clauses, childrenwere
found to have an adult-like distribution of the two subject positions at age 2;6-3;0,
distinguishing between subject types. Since embedded clauses add an extra level of
complexity, and since they are more infrequent in the total amount of input, we
hypothesize the following:

H1: Subject placement in embedded clauses is more difficult to acquire than in main
clauses, so children are likely to be older than 3 years when subject placement in
embedded clauses is target-like.

In main clauses, children were found to distinguish between pronominal and lexical
NP subjects from early on. However, regarding the distinction between subject types in
embedded clauses, we hypothesize the following:

H2: Children at age 3 distinguish between pronominal and lexical NP subjects as a
syntactic category, but their input in embedded clauses is likely so complex and/or
infrequent that they will not use the two subject types according to the target grammar.
(If children do distinguish pronouns and NPs we expect that they will distribute subjects
of these two types differently across the two subject positions, pronouns high and NPs
low).
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The answer to this descriptive question (RQ2) should ultimately contribute to answer-
ing the following research question:

RQ3: How can children’s subject placement be explained?

If children’s production deviates from the target grammar, we focus on two hypotheses
for RQ3, related to input frequency and syntactic complexity:

H3: If children are guided mainly by input frequencies when acquiring subject place-
ment, we expect them to initially overuse the high subject position as compared to the
target grammar.

On the other hand:

H4: If children are guided mainly by principles of economy (less movement and
syntactic structure) when acquiring subject placement, we expect them to initially overuse
the low subject position as compared to the target grammar.

Study 1: Adult production

We investigated spontaneous speech in three large corpora of adult speech: the Big
Brother corpus (Tekstlab, 2009), the Norwegian part of the Nordic Dialect Corpus
(NorDiaCorp) (Johannessen et al., 2009) and NoTa (Tekstlab, 2004). These corpora
are all online resources found at the Textlab hosted by the University of Oslo. The Big
Brother corpus consists of transcriptions from almost 100 episodes of the TV show Big
Brother, comprising approximately 440,300 words. The NorDiaCorp and NoTa corpora
both consist of transcribed recordings of dialogues, the former comprising 438 informants
and 1,997,920 tokens, the latter comprising 166 informants and 957,000 words.2 Given
the aggregated size of these corpora, the large span of demographic variation, and the
variety of dialects and speech situations, we consider them representative of Norwegian
(following recommendations in e.g., Stefanowitsch, 2020, p. 28ff). As mentioned above,
different clause types allow low subject placement to a varying extent. To obtain clear
generalizations for one clause type, with the possibility of later comparisons with other
clause types, we only searched the corpora for embedded clauses with the complementizer
at ‘that’, a clause type known to allow low subject placement (e.g., Faarlund et al., 1997,
p. 891).

The three corpora can be searched for part of speech, and across the three corpora, we
used the following search strings: ‘at ‘that’+ ikke ‘not’+noun/pronoun + verb and at ‘that’
+ noun/pronoun+ ikke ‘not’ + verb. In the search we defined that no element could occur
between the specified lemmas. For the sake of coherence, we restrict our study to syntax,
and use syntax as a proxy for subjects’ function and information structure. More detailed
studies of the subjects’ pragmatic and information structural properties could yield
further insights of what triggers the two subject positions.

2The three corpora have been utilized separately in previous studies addressing low subject placement: the
Big Brother corpus in Garbacz (2005), ScanDiaSyn (NorDiaCorp) in Johannessen and Garbacz (2011) and
NoTa in Westergaard (2011). In this study we combine data from the three corpora to get higher
representativity of dialects and speech situations, and unlike these previous studies we isolate only one
embedded clause type.
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Results

Our search returned a total of 793 relevant utterances from the three corpora.3 The high
subject position made up 84% (N=665) of these, meaning that 16% (N=128) had the
subject in the low position. These numbers are similar to findings in Garbacz (2005),
Anderssen andWestergaard (2010) andWestergaard (2011). NPsmade up 7.4% (59/793)
of all subjects. Pronouns were overwhelmingly found in the high position (87%, 638/734),
while NPs were more evenly distributed, 54% (32/59) in the low and 46% (27/59) in the
high position. An overview of these findings is given in Table 3.

In the background section we saw that the low subject position is often assumed to be
reserved for subjects that are new or focused. We checked if this included obligatory
prosodic stress, by using the researchers’ perception through listening through the 32 low
NP subjects and 96 low pronominal subjects. Emphasis was found on 10 NP subjects and
11 pronominal subjects, while five and seven occurrences for NPs and pronouns respect-
ively were unclear with regards to stress. This shows that theminority of low subjects have
prosodic emphasis, aligning with findings in Johannessen and Garbacz (2011).

The general pattern of subject distribution outlined in the background section (given
and specific subjects in the high position, new and non-specific subjects in the low
position) predicts that we should find definite NPs high and indefinite NPs low. This
prediction was not borne out either. Of the 32 NP subjects in the low position, only six
were indefinite (this included two quantifiers, alle ‘everyone’, three of the generic plural
folk ‘people’ and one indefinite plural, fler kostymer ‘more costumes’). Four were proper
nouns and 22were definite, a surprisingly high number.We further examined the definite
NPs, and found that, unexpectedly, 11 of them had a specific reading, e.g., datteren min
‘my daughter’. For two of the definite NPs, the specificity was not clear. The distribution
of the NP subjects is shown in Table 4.

Of the 27 NP subjects in the high position, only ten were definite, three were proper
nouns and 13 were indefinite. Of the definite NPs, one was clearly generic, as it was
referring to a kind of animal (hjorten ‘the deer’). Seven had specific reference and twowere

Table 3. The distribution of pronominal and lexical NP subjects in high and low subject positions broken
down for each corpus

Corpus Subject type Neg-S S-Neg Total

BigBrother NP 37% (N = 7) 63% (N = 12) 19

Pron 20% (N = 44) 80% (N = 176) 220

NoTa NP 42% (N = 5) 58% (N = 7) 12

Pron 6% (N = 11) 94% (N = 183) 194

NorDiaCorp NP 71.5% (N = 20) 28.5% (N = 8) 28

Pron 13% (N = 41) 87% (N = 279) 320

Total 16% (N = 128) 84% (N = 665) 793

3Some of the utterances involve a complex complementizer such as fordi at ‘because that’ and sånn at ‘so
that’. Crucially, the complementizer at ‘that’ is always included. These utterances are included on the
assumption that the presence of at ensures uniformity of the word order phenomenon under scrutiny.
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unclear with respect to specificity. Among the indefinite NPs in the high position, we
found one occurrence of a quantifier (noen ‘some’), two of regular plurals (attenåringer
‘eighteen-year-olds’), and nine of the generic plural folk ‘people’.4 Lastly, the weight of the
NP subjects (measured by the number of syllables) was evenly distributed across the two
positions. Thus, there is no clear distinction between the two subject positions with
respect to definiteness/specificity or weight.

Summing up, our corpus investigation of adult production shows that low subjects are
only used in 16% of that-clauses. Pronominal subjects are found in the high subject
position in 87% of occurences, reflecting numbers from previous studies (Westergaard,
2011). NP subjects are almost evenly distributed between the high and the low position.
The restriction on the low position is not clear. Low pronominal subjects are not always
stressed, and apart from the clear tendency that pronominal subjects are high, our data do
not show a correspondence between the information value of different subject types and
their placement in the syntactic structure. The distribution of NP subjects shows con-
siderably more variation than previously assumed. The somewhat blurry picture of
subject patterns in embedded clauses indicates that the most reliable observation is the
distinction between subject types (also pointed out byWestergaard, 2011). Consequently,
we must assume that what children rely on when acquiring embedded clause subject
placement is the syntactic category of the subject.

Study 2: Experimental study

In the experimental study we used an elicited production task to collect spontaneous
production of subject placement relative to negation in embedded clauses.

Participants

We recruited and tested a total of 41 children. Two children turned out to be bilingual and
were excluded from data analysis. Six children (age 3;6-4;1) were excluded due to lack of
relevant responses (no embedded clauses). The results are thus based on 33 typically

Table 4. Detailed overview of the type of NP subjects in the low (Neg-S) and the high (S-Neg) position.
Specificity could not be determined for all definite NPs.

Type of NP Neg-S S-Neg

Proper noun 4 3

Definite 22 10

Generic 9 1

Specific 11 7

Indefinite 6 13

Total 32 27

4Since the NP folk ‘people’ appears so frequently as a subject in our material, we should note that its
occurrence is attested across all three corpora and in different situations, so it is not the case that it is
repeatedly mentioned in the same speech situation.
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developing monolingual children (age 3;1-6;1) raised in the city of Trondheim, Norway,
and acquiring the local dialect. The children were recruited through daycare centers and
schools in the area. Ten adult controls (age 20-28) also participated in the tasks. These
were all speakers of the local dialect, recruited through social media and acquaintances.

Methodology

Our experimental tasks were based on a ‘shy puppet’ design (Crain & Thornton, 1998).
The children were shown a picture and heard a pre-recorded short story about two
popular children’s book characters, Karsten and Petra. Pre-recording the stories ensured
that all participants received identical stimuli. Before starting the experiment, the children
were introduced to a toy turtle, and told that this turtle wanted the children’s help to
remember what happened in the stories. The turtle would not talk to adults, and therefore
the children were asked to help answering his questions. The procedure of the lead-in
stories and questions is shown in (7), eliciting an NP, and in (8), eliciting a pronoun.5

7) Voice-over: Petra is being watched by her baby-sitter. The baby-sitter often cooks
meat loaf for dinner.
I dag lagar ho ikkje kjøttkake
Today makes she not meatloaf
‘Today she does not make meatloaf’.
Petra is happy about that.
Turtle asks: What is Petra happy about?
Target answer:
Petra er glad for at (ikkje) barnevakta (ikkje) lagar kjøttkake.
Petra is happy for that (not) babysitter.DEF (not) makes meatloaf
‘Petra is happy that the baby-sitter isn’t making meatloaf’

8) Voice-over: Miss Bunny (Frøken Kanin) tasted lion food once. She thought the
taste was awful.
Ho et ikkje løvemat til frukost
She eats not lionfood for breakfast
‘She does not eat lion food for breakfast’.
She is happy about that.
Turtle asks: What is Miss Bunny happy about?
Target answer:
Frøken Kanin er glad for at (ikkje) ho (ikkje)
Miss Bunny is happy for that (not) she (not) eats
et løvemat til frukost.
lionfood for breakfast
‘Miss Bunny is happy that she doesn’t eat lion food for breakfast’

5The AE raises the question of whether the word order in the lead in stories could influence the word order
in children’s (particularly producing only S-Neg) elicitations. All relevant context orders are Subj-Verb-Neg
(with one exception containing topicalization: XP-Verb-Subj-Neg, in (7)). Since the preceding word order
(generally) contains a verb between the subject and negation, we think it is unlikely that children’s production
is a result of direct priming.
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The child, the experimenter, and the turtle could all see the computer screen at all
times. The intro prompts were presented to all those who took part in the situation, so
when the puppet asked the participant a question, all information was already known to
everyone present. This ensured that all contexts were identical with respect to the
familiarity of the subject.

Task design and analysis

The task contained 12 experimental items in addition to 6 filler items. The test items were
that-clauses with negation, whereas the filler items were that-clauses with various
adverbs. The test items were grouped into two conditions by subject type: NP and
pronoun. To avoid children pointing to the screen, and instead using pronominal subjects
referentially, all pronominal subjects were co-referent with thematrix subject (MS) – as in
(8) where she (embedded subject, ES) = miss Bunny (MS). The setup was such that
replacing NP subjects by a pronoun would be odd: NP subjects were not co-referent with
matrix subjects, as in (7) where Petra (MS) ≠ babysitter (ES). Replacing NPs with
pronouns would require pointing to the screen, which was placed out of reach of
participants, to resolve ambiguity, and it would not be pragmatically consistent with
the puppet’s wish of a reminder, as it would presuppose knowledge of who the pronoun
referred to.

Certain predicates facilitate a third possible word order not of relevance to the present
study (S-Verb-Neg). To avoid too many responses involving this word order, the matrix
predicate was not one known to freely allow V-Neg (e.g., assertive predicates) (see e.g.,
Wiklund et al., 2009). Thematrix predicates were all assumed to be familiar to children in
the age group: glad for ‘happy about’, passe på ‘watch (out)’, and lei seg for ‘sad about’. The
age appropriateness was ensured by checking the lexical database ‘Norwegian Words’
(Lind et al., 2015). In order to avoid contrastive embedded subjects, the lead-in story
always revolved around an action rather than a person, making it felicitous to negate the
predicate rather than the subject, and there were no constituent negations in the contexts,
thus no comparisons.

Participant responses were coded as (a) S-Neg, (b) Neg-S, or (c) other. The latter
category comprised responses with the embedded clause word order Verb-Neg (N=35),
responses with a different complementizer (N=23), as well as failures to respond with a
subordinate clause (N=69) or at all (N=27).

Results

Adults produced relevant word orders on 109 of 120 trials. All 109word orders were of the
type S-Neg, meaning that adults categorically produced subjects in the high position.
They used both pronominal (N=44) andNP subjects (N=65). Children produced relevant
word orders on 275 of 396 trials and also used both pronominal (N=160) and NP subjects
(N=115). Child participants used the high subject position slightly more than the low
position (153 vs. 122 occurrences). The results (Table 5) show that children used the low
subject position more often with NPs than pronouns: while 59% of NP subjects appear in
the low subject position, only 34% pronominal subjects appear low.

Figure 2 shows how the production of subject placement is distributed for all
33 children. In the plot, each dot corresponds to one participant’s total proportion of
low subjects for both subject types combined. Nineteen children are categorical in their
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production – some only use the low subject position (proportion=1.00), whereas some
only use the high position (proportion=0.00). Fourteen children use both subject posi-
tions. Figure 3 shows a similar plot, but here each participant’s total proportion of low
subjects is shown for each subject type (NP and pronoun). The plot reflects the findings in
Table 5, with more NP subjects in the low position and more pronominal subjects in the
high position. Additionally, the plot shows that the slightly older children use the high
subject position almost exclusively with pronouns, whereas the low subject position is
used with both subject types, suggesting some knowledge of the adult pattern. From
around age 5, children only use the low subject position withNP subjects. In what follows,
we examine the production of the children with categorical production, before addressing
the production of the children who use both word orders.

Table 5. The percentage of low subjects (Neg-S word order) in embedded clauses by adult and child
participants. The remainder of the items are S-Neg

Neg-S

Adults NP 0% (0/65)

Pronoun 0% (0/44)

Children NP 59% (68/115)

Pronoun 34% (54/160)
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Figure 2. The proportion of Neg-S (100% Neg-S = 1.00, 100% S-Neg=0.00) in each child participant’s production
by age.
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Children with categorical production
In this section we examine the responses of the 19 children who categorically produce
only one word order, either Neg-S or S-Neg. Table 6 shows the number of each
participant’s response with either high or low subjects, the subject type used, and each
participant’s total responses to the experimental items.

Figure 3 showed that a group of the youngest participants categorically use the high
subject position (S-Neg). This group of children consists of seven participants (age
3;1-4;3), and their aggregated production comprises 28 occurrences. The response rate
in this youngest group is quite low, likely an effect of the task being challenging for
them.

The next categorical group of children is slightly older. In contrast to the youngest
children, these only use the low subject position, Neg-S. The Neg-S children comprise a
group of six participants, where five are aged 3;10-4;7, with an age gap up to the oldest
participant (5;10). This slightly older participant seemed to struggle with embedded
clauses and only produced three usable responses in the task. This group’s accumulated
production of low subjects is 44 occurrences. Lastly, there is a group of six older
categorical children (age 5;3-6;1). Like the youngest categorical children, these children
produce only high subjects (N=57). The high number of responses combined with the use
of only the high position seems to reflect a target-like state. In general, children with
categorical production used both pronominal and NP subjects, reflecting that their use of
a single word order does not stem from them using only one subject type. A few
participants used only one subject type (P4, P6 P7 and P10: pronominal subjects, P2,
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Figure 3. The proportion of Neg-S (100% Neg-S = 1.00, 100% S-Neg=0.00) in each child participant’s production by
age and subject type.
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P13 and P17NP subjects). These participants displayed an overall low number of relevant
responses, and the use of one subject type is therefore likely to be random.

Children who use both subject positions
A total of 14 children (age 4;1-5;11) produced altogether 147 relevant utterances, using
both subject positions. They also seemed to have a slight preference for the low one
(79 low vs. 68 high subjects). NP subjects were used more in the low position than
pronominal subjects (51 vs. 28), and pronominal subjects were used more than NP
subjects in the high position (54 vs. 14); see Table 7.

To investigate the possible effects and interactions of subject type and age on subject
placement within this group of children, we used a mixed effect logistic model with the
glmer function in the lme4 package (Bates et al., 2015) in R, version 1.3.959 (R Core Team,
2018). In the model, fixed effects were subject type, participant age (scaled), and their
interaction. The model included random intercepts for items and participants. The
maximal converging model further included random slopes for subject type by participant,

Table 6. Categorical children’s production in raw numbers, grouped by age: 3;1-4;3 only S-Neg, 3;10-5;10
only Neg-S, and 5;3-6;1 only S-Neg

Participant Age N of S-Neg N of Neg-S Subject type, NP/Pronoun Total responses

P1 3;1 3 1/2 8

P2 3;3 4 4/0 9

P3 3;8 6 3/3 7

P4 3;9 1 0/1 4

P5 3;10 11 2/9 11

P6 4;0 1 0/1 2

P7 4;3 2 0/2 4

P8 3;10 9 4/4 9

P9 3;11 11 6/5 11

P10 4;0 3 0/3 9

P11 4;5 10 3/7 10

P12 4;7 8 1/7 8

P13 5;10 3 3/0 3

P14 5;3 11 4/7 12

P15 5;4 11 4/7 11

P16 5;6 12 6/6 12

P17 5;6 2 2/0 2

P18 5;11 10 2/8 10

P19 6;1 11 5/6 11

Note. The remaining productions included in the column ‘total responses’ were of a third possible word order (Verb-Neg),
not under consideration in this study. Participant P8 produced one utterance with an unclear subject, thus only 8 subjects
were counted even though 9 relevant examples were produced.
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Table 7. Overview of the production of the 14 children who produced both word orders.

S-Neg Neg-S Total

NP 14 (21.5%) 51 (78.5%) 65

Pronoun 54 (66%) 28 (34%) 82

SUM 68 (46%) 79 (54%) 147

Table 8. Results of the logistic mixed effects model used to analyze the production of children using
both word orders. Fixed effects: Subject type, participant age and their interaction.

Call: glmer(WordOrder ~ SubjType*scale(Age) + (1 +SubjType|Participant) + (1+ | Item)

Estimate z-value p-value

Subject type –3.458 –3.113 0.00185 **

Age –2.065 –2.139 0.03247 *

Subject type:Age –0.296 –0.289 0.76652
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Figure 4. Proportion of Neg-S (low subject) by younger children (<4;11) and older children (≥5) as a function of
subject type.
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but not for subject type by item, as the high collinearity between these two variables (0.99)
caused the model to not converge. Our model showed a significant main effect of subject
type on subject position, such thatNeg-S was produced significantlymore withNP subjects
than with pronominal subjects (z = -3.113, p<.01). Age was also found to be a significant
predictor of subject placement (z=-2.139 p<.05), in that the production of Neg-S decreased
with age. There was no Subject Type x Age interaction, so older children’s production of
word order by subject type was not significantly different than younger children’s produc-
tion. A likelihood ratio test of ourmaximalmodel against simplifiedmodels without subject
type and age confirmed the significance of subject type (p<.005), but not of age (p=.07).

Since children’s subject placement seems to develop over time, we wanted to probe
further into younger vs. older children’s patterns. We therefore split the 14 children into
two groups by the mean age, younger children (≤5;0, N = 7) and older children (≥5;1, N =
7). Figure 4 demonstrates how younger children use the low subject position more than
older children, 66% (45/68) vs. 43% (34/79). Both groups use Neg-S more often with NP
subjects than pronominal subjects.

Summarising these results, adults only use the high subject position, whereas
children use both positions almost to an equal extent, but the low position more than
the high. Some children categorically use only one of the subject positions. Younger
and older children only place subjects high, and ‘middle’ children only place subjects
low. Furthermore, some children use both subject positions, and NP subjects are more
often placed low than pronominal subjects. Children start categorically using only the
high position around age 5. This is identical to adults’ performance in this task. Also
around age 5 children using both word orders start using the low position for NP
subjects only, a pattern resembling that of adults in spontaneous speech. Thus, both
categorical production of high subjects and production of both positions with only NP
subjects low may be considered target-like, since the former matches adult production
in the elicitation task and the latter matches adult production in spontaneous speech.
On this view, children seem to have acquired subject placement in embedded clauses
around age 5.

Discussion

This paper concerns the influence of complexity and frequency on children’s acquisition
of two different subject positions in embedded clauses in Norwegian. In the background
section we asked three research questions, repeated here. In what follows we give a brief
overview of the results our studies returned and discuss these results with reference to our
research questions.

RQ1: Where do adults place the subject (high or low) in embedded that-clauses, when a)
the subject is an NP, and b) the subject is a pronoun?
RQ2: Which subject position (high or low) do children aged 3-6 years use in embedded
that-clauses?

Related to this question we are particularly interested in knowing

a) whether children distinguish between pronominal and lexical NP subjects, and
b) whether children’s production varies as a function of age, and at what age the

adult subject distribution is acquired

RQ3: How can children’s subject placement be explained?
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Adults’ subject placement

Results from the three corpora showed that the low subject position in embedded clauses
was only used 16% of the time. Pronominal subjects were predominantly used in the high
position (87%) by adults, aligning with previous findings (Westergaard, 2011). NP
subjects were almost evenly distributed across the two positions (46% in the high
position). This is in between the proportions from previous findings (cf. Table 1, with
35.3% and 73.7% NP subjects in the high position, notably based on very sparse data),
indicating that there might be considerable variation across speakers with respect to the
position of NP subjects in embedded clauses. Adding to this observation was our finding
that both definite and indefinite, specific and generic NPs, were used in both subject
positions. Consequently, current results are inconclusive with respect to the factors
responsible for the subject distribution in embedded clauses, and children’s input thus
cannot be said to display a clear pattern, with the exception of the tendency of pronominal
subjects appearing in the high position.

Next, we performed an elicitation task with children and adults. Here, adult produc-
tion patterned differently than in the corpus investigation. In the elicitation task, adults
placed all subjects in the high position regardless of subject type. This might be explained
in several ways. Firstly, the choice of only one word order could be a task effect. Adults are
known to be prescriptive in test situations, consciously or subconsciously using what they
believe to be the ‘correct’ grammar (e.g., Cornips & Poletto, 2005). Since the high subject
position is by far the more frequently used in embedded clauses, it might be perceived as
‘correct’. Secondly, throughout the experiment, the familiarity of the subject was kept
constant. If this factor is more likely to facilitate use of the high subject position, adults
could be adhering to a pragmatic principle in their production. Thirdly, adult participants
could be self-priming and therefore producing only this word order.We therefore assume
that adults’ production pattern from the corpus investigation ismore representative of the
type of input children typically receive in spontaneous speech.

Children’s subject placement

In the elicitation task, the children (as a group) used both subject positions and also
distinguished between pronominal and NP subjects by more often using the high position
for prononominal subjects. The children used the low position slightly more than the high
position, and younger children used the low subject position significantly more than older
children. Some children, among the youngest and the oldest participants, categorically used
the high subject position. A group of children age-wise in between, only used the low
position. This means that our findings differ from observations from previous research
(Anderssen &Westergaard, 2010; Westergaard, 2011) that found that young children used
both subject positions in embedded clauses to an equal amount. This discrepancy is likely
due to these studies investigating only very young children (up to age 3) and thus containing
few relevant clauses. Furthermore, our finding that children producing both subject posi-
tions use the low positionmore than adults aligns well with findings from studies on subject
placement in main clauses, as well as with the vast literature on children’s preference for low
object positions (e.g., Anderssen et al., 2010; Mykhaylyk & Ko, 2010; Schaeffer, 2000).

Explaining children’s subject placement

In the background section we entertained two hypotheses for what could be guiding
children’s acquisition of the two subject positions: input frequency and syntactic
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complexity. We noted that the high position was the more frequent one in children’s
input, whereas the low position was less complex, and that children’s preference of subject
placement would indicate whether frequency or complexity was the chief factor guiding
acquisition. In the following sections, we first address the preference for low positions,
then discuss a U-shaped acquisition pattern, and finally make some observations on
frequency.

Before moving on, a note on children’s ability to distinguish pronominal and lexical
NP subjects is in order: as pointed out by one reviewer, our results speak to research
showing that referring expressions are harder for children to process when they are
realized lexically than as pronouns (see e.g., Arnon, 2010 for children’s comprehension of
pronominal/lexical objects in relative clauses). It is therefore possible that children are
able to produce pronominal subjects in the complex position earlier than lexical subjects,
since they have a lower processing load than lexical subjects.

Preference for low positions

The general finding that children use the low subject position to a much higher extent
than adults, despite it being highly infrequent in their input, seems to reflect some
intrinsic bias towards low positions. Since this is the structurally less complex position,
it is plausible that this is caused by children being economical, not moving elements
further than necessary (Westergaard, 2009). If children use both subject positions, but
overuse the low position as compared to adults, it suggests that i) they have not acquired
the full details of the variation and therefore assume the low position to be suitable more
often than is the case, and ii) they have not encountered a sufficient amount of the relevant
variation in their input for the bias towards low positions to be overridden. Two
additional factors point towards children having a preference for the low position: i)
the acquisition trajectory of subject placement in embedded clauses vs. main clauses, and
ii) some children displaying categorical production. In the following we discuss these
points in the mentioned order.

A comparison of our experimental data to children’s acquisition of subject placement
in main clauses shows that the acquisition trajectories in both clause types seem fairly
similar: as shown by previous studies (see background section), children initially place all
NP subjects in the low position in main clauses, while varying their placement of
pronouns (although pronominal subjects are more often used in the low than in the high
position). Thus, both in main and embedded clauses, children use the low position more
thanwhat is found in the target language, and in both clause types childrenmore often use
the low position for NP subjects than pronominal subjects. Additionally, the initial
occurrences of subjects in both clause types are in the high position, before the onset of
highly frequent use of the low position: in the longitudinal data of three children reported
in Anderssen et al. (2010), Anderssen and Westergaard (2010), and Westergaard (2008,
2011), the first relevant utterances with high subject placement are actually attested before
the first utterances with low subjects (although note that results from main clauses come
from longitudinal data, whereas our data on embedded clauses are cross-sectional).

Importantly, at an age where children have acquired the distribution of subjects in
main clauses (around age 3, Anderssen et al., 2010), they continue to overuse subjects in
the low position in embedded clauses. We take this to mean that children must first
entertain an hypothesis for subject placement in main clauses, and subsequently (since
embedded clauses are later acquired in general) a similar hypothesis for subject placement
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in embedded clauses. Thus, even though the syntactic positions for subjects are in
principle the same for both clause types, this finding highlights how children seem to
be aware that different restrictions and generalizations for their use apply. An initial
hypothesis for each clause type seems to be that the low position should be usedmore than
what is found in the target language.

A U-shaped acquisition pattern

We now turn to the children who have a categorical production. The categorical
production of high subject placement is made by the youngest participants (3;1-4;3)
and the oldest participants (5;3-6;1), whereas the children producing only low subjects are
age-wise in between these two groups (3;10-4;7). This resembles a U-shaped learning
pattern. The best-known example of U-shaped development is children’s acquisition of
past tense morphology of irregular verbs (Marcus et al., 1992; Pinker, 1999), where
children start out using target-like versions of past tense, e.g., went, before transitioning
through a phase of overgeneralizing the regular rule, goed, and finally converging on the
target form went. The categorical children in our study have a production comparable to
this, since it seems they can be grouped into three stages. Stage 1 would correspond to the
youngest children, using only S-Neg, Stage 2 is made up of the ‘middle’ children using
only Neg-S, and Stage 3 is older children using S-Neg.6

Although children at Stages 1 and 3 both have categorically high subject placement, we
have some reason to assume that only the older children have reached an adult state and
settled on a rule for subject placement in embedded clauses, but that this is not the case for
the younger children: the older children produce target-like responses in (close to) 100%
of all possible items in the experiment, while the younger children in general produce far
fewer.

The younger children’s production of only high subjects might reflect two interacting
factors: i) the extreme infrequency of low subjects in embedded clauses in their input: it is
possible that the children at Stage 1 have not encountered (sufficient) examples of this
subject position, and therefore are not aware that this is a possibility in the target
grammar, ii) the youngest children might have a less detailed syntactic structure than
the target language requires, with only one subject position, thus following a route
predicted by one part of the structural economy principle of Westergaard (2009,
p. 216), that children ‘only build as much structure as there is evidence for in the input’.
In this case, children will have developed a structure where the low subject position
(SpecTP) is the only position for subjects, combined with the low negation (adjoined to
VP), which gives the correct surfaceword order but not themore complex structure found
in the target grammar.

At Stage 2, children seem tomove through a phase of re-analysis of the non-target-like
hypothesis. We would argue that the reanalysis is caused by children having encountered
the low subject in their input enough to entertain it as a possibility in their target
grammar. Thus, it is plausible that children at Stage 2 use the low subject position
(SpecTP), combined with the high negation, yielding the Neg-S order, as in the target
grammar. Further, wewould argue that children at Stage 2 have expanded their analysis to

6Since our study does not contain longitudinal data, in the following we use age as a proxy for individual
children’s development when discussing possible causes of this U-shaped pattern. In order to investigate this
properly, longitudinal data of embedded clause subject placement should be collected in a future study.
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include the two subject positions, but that they prefer to use the low one, as it is more
economical. Again, this development follows a route predicted by the second part of the
structural economy principle (Westergaard, 2009 p. 216), that children ‘only move
elements as far as there is evidence for in the input’. Whereas earlier findings of children’s
preference of low argument positions have been explained by economy of movement, to
explain the U-shaped development both parts of the economy principle need to be
invoked, i.e., economy of movement and economy of structure building.

Our suggested analysis of the U-shaped development reflects a conservative learner,
gradually building and sophisticating syntactic structure: it seems children at Stage 3 have
the full target-like structure involving two subject positions, and the different features
associated with each, presumably as a result of sufficient exposure to both positions and
an adult-like mapping of features and position.

We finally note that there seems to be some individual variation in the use of subject
positions, since some children use both positions and others use only Neg-S or S-Neg. As
noted with adult speakers’ production, categorical responses may be the result of a task
effect or self-priming.

Frequency vs. complexity

Children overuse the low subject position even though they have an overwhelming
amount of evidence that the high position exists and is the more common one in their
target language. Our corpus data show that the ratio of high vs. low subject placement in
embedded clauses is 84% to 16% in the adult language. This observation indicates the
strength of the principle of economy: even when faced with over 80% high subjects,
children’s tendency of structural economy lingers for some time. Children’s behaviour
thus reflects that what is less complex is preferred over what is more frequent.

Our findings also contribute some indication of thresholds in input frequency: for the
young categorical children who only use the high subject position, we suggest that the
proportion of low subjects in embedded clauses is so small that these young children have
not had enough relevant material to hypothesize over. In addition, the relatively late
acquisition of embedded subject placement might be an effect of the general infrequency
of embedded clauses with negation, the structure that is necessary to disambiguate the two
positions.

Conclusion

In this paper we have examined children’s (age 3;1-6;1) and adults’ production of subject
placement in embedded clauses in Norwegian. Two subject positions are available in such
clauses, one preceding and one following negation (high and low positions). The low
position is less complex, while the high position is more frequent in children’s input. The
study investigated whether children are able to discover these two subject positions and
distribute subjects across them in a target-like manner, with the aim to distinguish
between two important approaches to L1 acquisition: one grounded in input frequency
and the other in complexity.

Our first research question (RQ1) regarded adults’ production of subject placement in
embedded clauses, which we investigated through spontaneous and elicited production.
In spontaneous speech, adults were found to almost always place the subject high (84%).
Furthermore, pronominal subjects are almost only used in the high position, whereas NP
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subjects are evenly distributed across the two positions, with considerable variation in
their internal properties. The somewhat unclear function of subjects in the high and low
positions, in addition to the infrequency of low subjects in children’s input, was predicted
to make acquisition challenging for children, and RQ2 concerned children’s elicited
production of subjects in embedded clauses. The answer to RQ2 is that children generally
use the low subject position considerably more than adults, but more so with NP than
pronominal subjects, demonstrating a systematicity resembling that of the target lan-
guage. Additionally, a group of children display U-shaped development, where the
youngest children only use the high subject position, slightly older children only the
low position, and the oldest children only the high position. Children seem to acquire
subject variability in embedded clauses around age 5.

Our third research question (RQ3) asked how to explain children’s subject placement.
Since we find that children use the low subject position to a much higher extent than
adults, despite the infrequency of this position in their input, we suggest that children
display an intrinsic bias towards less complex structures. We suggest that children’s
U-shaped development can be explained by a two-part principle of economy, where they
adhere to economy of movement and economy of structure building. We also noted that
the extreme infrequency of low subjects in embedded clauses in the total amount of
children’s input is likely to delay some children’s onset of the Neg-S word order; thus,
there may be a frequency threshold that could explain some young children’s early
categorical behavior.
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